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I’m so excited to find you here - learning more and more about the
benefits of exercise! To be honest, 9 years ago, I needed this. I was
desperate to find something I could do at home that made me feel good
from the inside out.

I also needed someone to tell me that exercise isn’t just about weight loss,
but a total body experience. I needed to know that there actually are
workouts out there that I could enjoy, and that actually fit my schedule. I
needed someone to give me options - And that’s what I’m here to give to
you!

With all of the new and exciting things happening at Team Beachbody, I
cannot wait to help you find your dream program! I totally believe there’s a
program out there for everyone - One that not only fits your schedule, but
also empowers and inspires you, and elevates your life in every way
possible.

I’ve been completing programs from BOD over the past 9 years and I can
assure you that I’ve finally found workouts and types of movement that I
look forward to doing every single day. Before we chat about finding your
ideal program, I have to share with you 21 reasons why moving your body is
so beneficial! You’ll be blown away by how much exercise impacts you
from the inside out.

Here’s to finally finding movement that makes you feel alive! ❤

In Sweat & Moving Faith,

Nicole

hey, friend!
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1 BOOSTS ENERGY

As contrary as it may seem, just by
moving your body you can actually
GAIN energy rather than feeling like
you’ve spent everything you had.
When you exercise, more
mitochondria is produced in your
muscle cells, allowing your cells to
create more energy from food and
oxygen intake. The movement doesn’t
have to be strenuous - even a simple
Pilates or Yoga workout can give you
that little extra boost of energy!

2 IMPROVES SLEEP

Do you ever find yourself struggling to
fall asleep and stay asleep? Research
shows that exercise increases the
longevity of deep sleep you
experience each night. These “slow
sleep waves” give the body and brain
more opportunities to decompress
and rejuvenate. Your workouts don’t
have to be extensive or exhausting,
either. Just start with a 20 minute
workout and see what difference you
start to notice in your sleep!
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3 INCREASES HEART
AND LUNG CAPACITY

Studies have shown that
cardiovascular exercise can improve
heart and lung capacity by as much as
5% to 15%! During exercise, your body
is working hard to supply additional
oxygen to your muscles and the rest
of your body, resulting in a stronger
heart and set of lungs. Don’t think of
running as your only option for a good
cardio workout - Do you enjoy cycling
or HIIT?

4 STRENGTHENS
BONES AND MUSCLES

Both muscles and bones are forms of
tissue in the body - the more you use
them, the stronger they will become
AND remain throughout our lives. As
we age, bone and muscle tissue
change over time. This is the main
reason why weight training is so
beneficial! When your muscles grow
and strengthen, your bones actually
increase calcium content, keeping
them stronger, longer!
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5 REDUCES STRESS
AND ANXIETY

It’s human nature to experience forms
of stress and anxiety throughout our
lives, but managing it in a healthy way
is important for both mental and
physical health. Physical movement
produces endorphins that act as natural
painkillers in the body. Stress and
anxiety cause tension throughout the
body, but during exercise your body is
able to relieve that tension and relax
your muscles. Engaging in exercise that
you enjoy is so important! You should
look forward to your workouts - not
dread them! With BODi, you have
access to hundreds of different types of
exercises!

6 ELEVATES MOOD

Did you know even after only 5
minutes of moderate exercise you can
improve your mood? 5 minutes!
Imagine what you could feel like after
anywhere from 20-60 minutes! In
addition to reducing stress and
anxiety, the endorphins produced in
your brain from exercise can trigger
feelings of euphoria and mood-
enhancement effects. I mean it’s true,
have you ever finished a workout in a
bad mood? I don’t think so!
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7 IMPROVES DIGESTION

Exercise increases lymphatic
movement and insulin sensitivity
which is extremely important for
proper nutrient absorption and
getting sufficient amounts of energy
every single day. With a proper
balance between physical movement
and a healthy diet, your digestive
system will thank you! In addition to
exercise, BODi gives you 2 different
nutrition programs to choose from
loaded with healthy recipes and tips
for success!

8 INCREASES
SELF-ESTEEM

Your body was made to move! Making
the time to exercise is something you
should be proud of. Not only is your
brain producing those feel-good
endorphins that we’ve talked about,
but through consistent healthy eating
and exercise, your body is going to
tone up, slim down, and the
confidence you’ll have in your self-
image will be undeniable! Studies also
show it’s not uncommon for people to
excel in other areas of their life when
their health and fitness is a high
priority.
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9 BOOSTS MEMORY
AND THINKING

Exercise can reduce inflammation
throughout your body, including
inflammation in the brain, which we
typically know as “brain fog” or
difficulty making clear decisions.
Moving your body also produces
chemicals in the brain that are
responsible for the overall health of
brain cells. If you’re finding yourself
feeling groggy or unable to think
clearly throughout the day, focusing
on moving your body during a 30
minute workout can help you boost
your thinking!

10 IMPROVES THE
IMMUNE SYSTEM

Regular exercise increases blood flow to
the immune system and can strengthen
antibodies. When more blood flow
occurs in the immune system, it allows
immune cells to fight off infections more
effectively. When you have a common
cold, have you ever heard of the “sweat it
out” method? While exercise doesn’t
actually cure a cold entirely, it can
provide temporary congestion relief by
opening up your nasal passages!
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11 LOWERS
BLOOD PRESSURE

By moving your body for at least 30
minutes a day most days of the week,
your blood pressure can lower about 5
to 8 mm Hg if you already have higher
blood pressure. However, consistency
is key! Exercising regularly can help
lower blood pressure, but as soon as
you stop, it can rise again. Exercise
allows blood to move more freely
throughout the body, so your heart
doesn’t have to work as hard!

12 CUTS BAD
CHOLESTEROL

You’ve probably heard you have
“good” cholesterol and “bad”
cholesterol. Exercise, along with a
healthy diet, can help increase HDL
levels, your good cholesterol, and
lower triglycerides and LDL levels,
your bad cholesterol. Aerobic type
exercises are best for helping lower
cholesterol such as boxing, cycling,
HIIT, running, or barre!
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13 REDUCES INSULIN
RESISTANCE

Insulin is used in our body to enable
glucose to enter our cells. The glucose
is then used to give us energy! When
our bodies are resistant to insulin, we
are more prone to high blood
pressure, heart disease, osteoporosis,
and obesity. ALL types of movement
help our insulin work better, but
weight training has the greatest
effect. This is because weight training
builds muscle, which is what burns
glucose during exercise!

14 LENGTHENS
ATTENTION SPAN

Studies have shown that physical
activity can actually increase cognitive
control. Even individuals with ADD or
ADHD can improve attention spans by
engaging in at least 20 minutes of
movement. Meditation can also help
you pay attention for longer periods of
time since it’s considered a “brain
training” for focus and attention. BODi
offers several meditation workouts you
can try!
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15 INCREASES
METABOLISM

There’s no denying that age definitely
plays a part in the speed of our
metabolism, however, this is mainly
because we naturally lose muscle
mass as we age. Keep lifting those
weights!! Muscles use more calories
than fat. When you’re building and
strengthening your muscles, you’re
more likely to burn more calories
when you’re resting. You don’t have to
lift extremely heavy weights to
strengthen your muscles - start slow
and progress from week to week!

16 HELPS PREVENT
DISEASES

While we’ve talked about the specific
benefits of moving your body like
lowering blood pressure, reducing
insulin resistance, and improving
heart and lung capacity, all of these
things can be tied to chronic diseases
like diabetes and heart disease.
Regular exercise can even help
control the frequency and severity of
asthma attacks, reduce arthritis pain
by strengthening muscles, and even
improve mental cognition in people
with dementia.
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17 IMPROVES
CIRCULATION

Your heart is always in charge of
pumping blood all throughout your
body. During exercise, your heart
pumps faster, increasing more blood
flow through your arteries, improving
circulation. Also, when your
circulation improves, your blood is
better able to push waste out of your
body like carbon dioxide and lactic
acid. Any type of cardiovascular
exercise can start improving your
circulation - cycling, running, dancing,
weight lifting with compound
movements, HIIT, boxing, barre - you
have TONS of options with BODi!

18 FIGHTS
ARTHRITIS

Our mobility and stability become more
and more important as we age. Our
joints become stiffer, causing pain and
even fatigue. Low impact movement
like barre, yoga, pilates, or dance is
perfect for maintaining and
strengthening joints, muscles, and
ligaments. Never stray from lifting
weights, either! It eases pain and
stiffness by strengthening the muscles
around your joints to better protect
them.
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19 ENHANCES
GUT HEALTH

Our gut is composed of both good
and bad bacteria. Studies have shown
that exercise promotes the growth of
butyrate, a fatty acid that can reduce
inflammation, boost immunity, and
repair gut lining. Our gut and brain
connection goes hand in hand - if one
isn’t working as it should, the other
feels it, too! The best kind of exercise
you can do to improve your gut health
is anything you ENJOY! It’s so
important to look forward to moving
your body every single day.

20 PROMOTES NATURAL
DETOXIFICATION

Moving your body can provide a
natural detoxification process both on
the inside and out! When you work up
a sweat, your skin is getting cleansed
and your lungs are naturally getting
flushed out. On the inside, we know
that exercise gets your blood
pumping which allows more white
blood cells to help cleanse the organs
in your body. So sure, leaving your
workout sweaty is great! But even if
you don’t work up a sweat, you’re still
doing your body good!
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21 HELPS WITH WEIGHT LOSS AND
MAINTENANCE

I guess I should probably include the most obvious reason… Regular
exercise of course helps promote weight loss and maintenance! I try
not to get too fixated on weight, since being a certain weight
doesn’t make you healthy or unhealthy. However, if losing weight is
something that would improve your overall health, moving your
body is always going to help with that! Burning calories paired with
a healthy diet is the magic combination. Don’t forget though - Even
if you’re just looking to maintain or even gain weight, exercise is still
important for your overall health and physical fitness!



I’ve given you 21 different reasons why moving your body is crucial to living
your best life - What’s next?

I want you to send me an email to nicole@popefitness.com with the
subject line, “Rock My BODi” and tell me which of these reasons stood out
to you the MOST! Are you looking to start an exercise routine to boost your
self-esteem and bring you more positivity in life? Are you looking more to
lower your blood pressure and improve your heart and gut health? Or, it’s
okay to just respond with, “All of the above!”

The most important thing is that we get you started with the right type of
workout and nutrition program and support that works for YOU! With
BODi, you get access to live and on-demand studio classes every single
day! And if you have BOD too, you’ll get access to thousands of workouts
on demand. Seriously - you can workout with your fave trainer whenever
you want!

You also get access to two nutrition programs - 2B Mindset and Ultimate
Portion Fix. With these programs, you’ll get tons of recipes, meal plans,
access to both cooking shows, Fixate and Mindset Menu, and support to
take all of the guesswork out of eating a healthy diet.

I’m so excited to be alongside you on this health and wellness journey and
I can’t wait to hear about your goals!

Talk soon!

Nicole

HEY, FRIEND!
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